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More wonderful stringing projects are available at www.interweavestore.com

PEARL MAJESTY
Madalynne Homme Million

MATERIALS
2 peach 6mm crystal rounds (A)

2 Indian red 6mm crystal bicones (B)

2 bronze 6mm fire-polished glass  
rounds (C)

2 dark orange 5mm potato pearls (D)

2 dark orange 6mm potato pearls (E)

126 dark copper 10mm top-drilled pearls (F)

2 goldstone 4mm rounds (G)

2 goldstone 6mm faceted rounds (H)

2 dark carnelian 6mm faceted rounds (I)

2 dark carnelian 8×6mm faceted rondelles (J)

2 dark carnelian 12mm top-drilled briolettes (K)

2 carnelian 12×13mm top-drilled triangles (L)

2 goldstone 11×16mm top-drilled teardrops (M)

2 root-beer 18×15mm faceted cubic zirconia  
7-sided top-drilled pendants (N)

2 dark carnelian 25×61mm top-drilled teardrop  
pendants

2 copper 6mm rounds

18 copper 24-gauge 2” head pins

2 copper 2mm crimp tubes

2 copper 4mm crimp covers

2 copper wire guardians

30” of copper 24-gauge wire

10” of copper 22-gauge wire

36” of .019 beading wire

TooLS
Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

Crimping pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 37”

1: Use 5” of 22-gauge wire and 1 dark carnelian teardrop pendant to 
form a wrapped-loop bail with a 7mm loop.
2: Use 3” of 24-gauge wire and 1K to form a wrapped-loop bail that 
attaches to the 7mm loop. Repeat four times using 1F, 1L, 1M, and 1N.
3: Use 1 head pin to string 1A; form a wrapped loop that attaches to 
the 7mm loop. Repeat eight times using 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1G, 1H, 1I, and 1J.
4: Repeat Steps 1–3 for a second group of dangles.
5: Use the beading wire to string 1 crimp tube and 1 wire guardian. 
String the 7mm loop from Step 1 onto the wire guardian; pass back 
through the tube and crimp. Cover the tube with 1 crimp cover.
6: String one 6mm copper round, 124F, and one 6mm copper round.
7: Repeat Step 5 using the other 7mm loop.

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: All beads and  
findings: Fire Mountain Gems and Beads, www.firemountaingems.com.
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PEARL MEdLEY
Michelle Mach

MATERIALS
6 brown size 11° seed beads

3 white 3mm round pearls

3 lime 4–5mm potato pearls

6 burgundy 4–5mm off-round pearls

30 brown 4×6mm diagonally drilled pearls

3 white 6mm crystal pearls

3 light green 8mm crystal pearls

6 bronze 8×9mm crystal twist pearls

6 silver 4mm cubes

3 silver 10mm leaf-print squares

1 sterling silver 14×22mm leaf-shaped toggle clasp

2 silver 6mm jump rings

6 silver 2mm crimp tubes

7" of silver 5×7mm figure-eight curb chain

21" of .014 beading wire

TooLS
Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Wire cutters

Crimping pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 21"

1: Use 1 jump ring to attach one end of one 1" piece of chain to the 
ring half of the clasp.
2: Attach 7" of beading wire to the other end of the chain using  
a crimp tube.
3: String 1 cube, 1 bronze pearl, 1 white 6mm pearl, 1 lime pearl,  
5 brown pearls, 1 seed bead, 1 burgundy pearl, 1 leaf-print square,  
1 bronze pearl, 1 white 3mm pearl, 1 light green crystal pearl,  
5 brown pearls, 1 seed bead, 1 burgundy pearl, 1 cube*, 1 crimp tube, 
and one end of one 21⁄4" piece of chain. Pass back through the tube 
and crimp.
4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3. Repeat Step 2. Repeat Step 3 from*, revers-
ing the stringing sequence and attaching the wire to one end of one 
1" piece of chain using a crimp tube.
5: Use 1 jump ring to attach the other end of the chain  
to the bar half of the clasp. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: Leaf-print squares: Singaraja Imports, 
www.singarajaimports.com. Silver cubes: Riverstone Bead Co., www.riverstonebead.com. Chain 
and 3mm pearls: The Bead Cache, www.bead-cache.com. Diagonally drilled pearls and Swarovski 
crystal pearls: Lady Bug Beads, www.ladybugbeads.net. All other beads and findings: Fire Mountain 
Gems and Beads, www.firemountaingems.com.
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More wonderful stringing projects are available at www.interweavestore.com

MERMAId PRIncESS
Leeza Khoury

MATERIALS
87 green 4–5mm potato pearls

1 green 7×30mm biwa pearl

5 peridot 5×4mm briolettes

6 garnet 4×8mm briolettes

6 vesonite 8×10mm briolettes

3 champagne quartz 10×14mm briolettes

24 sterling silver 2mm cornerless cubes

3 sterling silver 24-gauge 11⁄2" ball-end head pins

1 sterling silver 4mm jump ring

2 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

2 sterling silver 3mm crimp covers

11⁄2" of sterling silver 2mm rollo chain

38" of sterling silver 24-gauge wire

20" of .014 beading wire

TooLS
Wire cutters

Chain- or flat-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Crimping pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 18"

1: Use 3" of 24-gauge wire to string the biwa pearl. Wrap the wire 
around the pearl once. *Use one end of the wire to form a wrapped 
loop; wrap the other end of the wire around the wraps just formed.
2: Use 5" of 24-gauge wire to string all of the cornerless cubes. Care-
fully bend the beaded wire into a ring. Repeat Step 1 from *.
3: Use the beading wire to string 1 crimp tube and the wrapped loop 
formed in Step 1; pass back through the tube and crimp. Cover the tube 
with 1 crimp cover. String 83 potato pearls, 1 vesonite,  
1 peridot, 1 garnet, 1 vesonite, 1 champagne quartz, 1 garnet,  
1 vesonite, 1 garnet, 1 peridot, 1 vesonite, 1 potato pearl, 1 crimp tube, 
and the wrapped loop formed in Step 2; pass back through the tube, 
crimp, and cover.
4: Use the jump ring to attach one end of the chain to the wrapped 
loop formed in Step 2. Use 3" of 24-gauge wire and 1 champagne 
quartz to form a wrapped-loop bail that attaches to the other end of 
the chain; repeat nine times to attach the remaining briolettes to the 
chain in random order. Use 1 head pin to string 1 potato pearl and form 
a wrapped loop that attaches to the chain; repeat twice to attach the 
remaining pearls to the chain in random order. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: All beads and findings: 
Turquoise-StringBeads, www.turquoise-stringbeads.com.
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PEARL dEwdRoPS on LoTuS
Nina Cooper

TIP
Before you begin this project, choose your pearls 

carefully: make sure the beading wire will fit through 

all of your pearls and inspect your pearls for chips, 

cracks, or other imperfections.

{

MATERIALS
43 white 3–3.5mm potato pearls

1 sterling silver 30mm lotus pendant

1 sterling silver 8mm toggle clasp with 1⁄2” chain

35 sterling silver 26-gauge head pins

20” of sterling silver 3×4mm oval chain

16” of sterling silver 26-gauge wire

TooLS
Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 161⁄4”

1: Use 2” of wire to form a wrapped loop that attaches  
to the top left of the pendant, making sure that the  
wrapped loop is large enough to move easily  
on the pendant. String 1 pearl and form a wrapped  
loop that attaches to one end of one 3” piece of chain.
2: Use 2” of wire to form a wrapped loop that attaches  
to the middle left of the pendant. String 1 pearl and  
form a wrapped loop that attaches to one end of one  
31⁄8” piece of chain.
3: Use 2” of wire to form a wrapped loop that attaches  
to the free ends of both chains. String 1 pearl and form  
a wrapped loop that attaches to one end of one 31⁄4”  
piece of chain.
4: Use 2” of wire to form a wrapped loop that attaches  
to the free end of the previous chain. String 1 pearl and  
form a wrapped loop that attaches to one half of the clasp.
5: Use 1 head pin to string 1 pearl and form a wrapped loop that 
attaches to the 3” piece of chain, one link from the end attached to 
the pendant. Repeat seven times, attaching the wrapped loops to 
every other chain link.
6: Repeat Step 5 on the 31⁄4” piece of chain.
7: Repeat Steps 1–6 for the right half of the necklace.
8: Use 1 head pin to string 1 pearl and form a wrapped loop that 
attaches to the bottom left of the pendant. Repeat twice to attach 
1 wrapped loop to the bottom middle of the pendant and the 
bottom right of the pendant. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: All beads and 
findings: Nina Designs, www.ninadesigns.com.
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AncIEnT GoLd
Charlotte K. Herring

MATERIALS
138 green size 11° seed beads
2 khaki matte size 8° seed beads
109 matte khaki cylinder beads
281 matte khaki magatamas
136 matte khaki 4mm seed bead cubes
72 champagne 6mm pearls
16 gold 8×20mm stick pearls
8 gold-filled 2mm crimp tubes
4 gold-filled crimp covers
100” of .014 beading wire

TooLS
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 20” (shortest strANd)

1: Attach 23” of beading wire to the ring half  
of the clasp using a crimp tube. Cover the tube  
with a crimp cover. string 1 size 11° seed bead  
and 3 cylinder beads. string 1 cube and 1 cylinder  
bead one hundred times. string 6 cylinder beads,  
1 crimp tube, and the bar half of the clasp. Pass  
back through the tube and crimp.
2: Attach 24” of beading wire to the ring half of the  
clasp using a crimp tube. Cover the tube with a crimp  
cover. string 3 size 11°s and 1 size 8°. string 1 champagne  
pearl and 1 size 11° seventy-one times. string 1 champagne  
pearl, 1 size 8°, 7 size 11°s, 1 crimp tube, and the bar half  
of the clasp. Pass back through the tube and crimp.
3: Attach 25” of beading wire to the ring half of the clasp using a crimp tube. 
Cover the tube with a crimp cover. string all of the magatamas, 1 crimp tube, 
and the bar half of the clasp. Pass back through the tube and crimp.
4: Attach 26” of beading wire to the ring half of the clasp using a crimp 
tube. Cover the tube with a crimp cover. string 3 size 11°s and 1 cube. 
string 1 size 11°, 1 cube, 1 size 11°, 1 cube, 1 size 11°, and 1 stick pearl 
seventeen times, omitting the last pearl. string 1 cube, 3 size 11°s, 1 crimp 
tube, and the bar half of the clasp. Pass back through the tube and crimp. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: Clasp: Saki Silver, www.sakisilver.com. 
Beads: You’ve Got to Be Beading, www.ygtbb.com.



cocoA dELIGhT
Sharon Grimes Knox

MATERIALS
36 light amethyst/clear 6mm fire-polished 

rounds

27 smoky quartz 8mm faceted rounds

80 cocoa 10mm potato pearls

70 silver 8mm daisy spacers

1 pewter 15mm 3-strand toggle 
clasp

6 silver 2×3mm twisted crimp 
tubes

66" of .019 beading wire

TooLS
Chain-nose pliers

Flat-nose pliers

Flush cutters

FInIShEd SIzE: 17" 
(ShoRTEST STRAnd)

1: Use 20" of beading wire to string  
1 crimp tube, 1 fire-polished round, 
and the bottom loop of one half of the 
clasp. Pass back through the round and 
the tube; flatten the tube.
2: String 1 fire-polished round. String {1 daisy 
spacer, 1 smoky quartz round, 1 daisy spacer, and  
2 pearls} thirteen times, omitting the final 2 pearls.
3: String 1 fire-polished round, 1 crimp tube, 1 fire- 
polished round, and the bottom loop of the other half of the 
clasp. Pass back through the round and the tube; flatten the tube.
4: Repeat Step 1 using 22" of wire and the middle loop of one half of the clasp. 
String 1 fire-polished round and 1 daisy spacer. String {2 pearls, 1 fire-polished 
round, 1 daisy spacer, and 1 fire-polished round} twelve times. String 2 pearls 
and 1 daisy spacer. Repeat Step 3 using the middle loop of the other half of the 
clasp.
5: Repeat Step 1 using 24" of wire and the top loop of one half of the clasp. 
String 1 fire-polished round. String {1 daisy spacer, 2 pearls, 1 daisy spacer, and 1 
smoky quartz round} fifteen times, omitting the final smoky quartz round. 
Repeat Step 3 using the top loop of the other half of the clasp. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: All beads and findings: Capilano 
Rock & Gem, www.capilanorock.com.

More wonderful stringing projects are available at www.interweavestore.com
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More wonderful stringing projects are available at www.interweavestore.com

Not YouR MotHER’S PEARLS
teri Bienvenue

MATERIALS
102 black diamond 4mm crystal bicones

56 black diamond 8mm crystal bicones

1,174 peacock 2×4mm pearl ovals

117 peacock 8mm pearl coins

2 Bali silver 18×16mm cones

1 Bali silver 16×30mm S-clasp with rings

22 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

9” of sterling silver 20-gauge wire

309” of .014 beading wire

TooLS
Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Crimping pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 22 1/2”

1: use 41⁄2” of 20-gauge wire to form a wrapped loop.
2: Attach 23” of beading wire to the wrapped loop using a  
crimp tube. String three 4mm bicones. String 3 coins and one  
4mm bicone twelve times. String 3 coins, three 4mm bicones,  
1 crimp tube, and the wrapped loop. Pass back through the  
tube and crimp. Repeat entire step twice.
3: Repeat Step 1 and attach 30” of beading wire to the loop  
using a crimp tube. String three 4mm bicones. Randomly  
string 157 pearl ovals and five 8mm bicones, keeping the  
majority of the bicones near the center of the strand. Pass  
the wire through all three strands created in Step 2. String  
three 4mm bicones, 1 crimp tube, and the wrapped loop. Pass  
back through the tube and crimp. Repeat entire step to create  
a total of eight strands, using the following bead counts. Strand  
2: 140 ovals and eleven 8mm bicones. Strand 3: 149 ovals and five  
8mm bicones. Strand 4: 150 ovals and six 8mm bicones. Strand 5: 144  
ovals and seven 8mm bicones. Strand 6: 147 ovals and eight 8mm bicones.  
Strand 7: 151 ovals and four 8mm bicones. Strand 8: 136 ovals and eight 8mm bicones.
4: use 1 wrapped-loop wire to string 1 cone and one 8mm bicone; form a wrapped loop that attaches to 
one of the clasp rings. Repeat using the other wrapped-loop wire. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: Pearls: Cherry Tree Beads, www.cherrytreebeads.com. 
Swarovski crystal bicones: Blue Santa Beads, www.bluesanta-beads.com. Bali silver cones: Elephant Eye Beads 
www.elephanteyebeads.com. Clasp: Expo International (wholesale only), www.expointl.com.
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More wonderful stringing projects are available at www.interweavestore.com

MATERIALS
88 sage 4mm round glass pearls

20 hot pink 4mm round glass pearls

88 pale pink 4mm round glass pearls

88 purple 4mm round glass pearls

20 purple 6mm round glass pearls

1 sterling silver 6.5×11mm lobster clasp with attached  
6mm jump ring

4 sterling silver 6mm jump rings

61⁄4" of sterling silver 2×3mm oval chain

Braided beading thread

Jewelry cement

TooLS
Size 12 beading needle

Scissors

Wire cutters

2 pairs of chain- or flat-nose pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 2 0 ½ "

1: Use the needle and a comfortable length of beading thread to string 12 sage pearls.  
Pass through all of the pearls again and tighten into a circle. Tie a surgeon’s knot and trim  
thread ends; dab knot with jewelry cement.
2: Repeat Step 1 using pale pink pearls and passing through the previous circle of  
pearls before passing through the just-strung pearls again. Repeat entire step using  
4mm purple pearls.
3: Use the needle and a comfortable length of beading thread to string {one 6mm purple  
pearl and 1 hot pink pearl} four times. Pass through the previous circle of pearls, then pass  
through the just-strung pearls again and tighten into a circle. Tie a surgeon’s knot and trim  
thread ends; dab knot with jewelry cement.
4: Use the needle and a comfortable length of beading thread to string 16 sage pearls. Pass  
through the previous circle of pearls, then pass through the just-strung pearls again and tighten  
into a circle. Tie a surgeon’s knot and trim thread ends; dab knot with jewelry cement.
5: Repeat Step 4 using pale pink pearls. Repeat Step 4 using 4mm purple pearls. Repeat Step 3.
6: Repeat Step 4 using 20 sage pearls. Repeat Step 4 using 20 pale pink pearls. Repeat Step 4 using  
twenty 4mm purple pearls. Repeat Step 3.
7: Repeat Steps 4 and 5.
8: Repeat Step 1, passing through the previous circle of pearls before passing through the just-strung 
pearls again. Repeat Step 2.
9: Repeat Step 3, attaching the new circle of pearls to the circle of 20 pale pink pearls formed in Step 6.
10: Repeat Step 2, reversing the stringing sequence. Repeat Step 1, passing through the previous circle 
of pearls.
11: Use 1 jump ring to attach one 3" piece of chain to the circle of sage pearls formed in Step 1. Attach 1 
jump ring to the other end of the chain. Attach 1 jump ring to the previous jump ring.
12: Use 1 jump ring to attach another 3" piece of chain to the last circle (4mm purple pearls) formed in 
Step 8. Attach the jump ring on the lobster clasp to the other end of the chain. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: All beads and findings: Fire Mountain Gems  
and Beads, www.firemountaingems.com.

cIRcLES oF PEARLS 
MoNICA PoWELL
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hoPE FLoATS
Camilla Jorgensen

MATERIALS
374 total assorted white, peach, and pink 

5–7mm pearls

1 sterling silver 13×18mm 3-strand box 
clasp with  
soldered rings

12 sterling silver 2mm twisted crimp 
tubes

425" of fishing line

TooLS
Scissors

Flat-nose pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 17"

1: Cut the fishing line into seventeen 25" strands.
2: Use 5 strands together to string 2 crimp 
tubes and the middle hole of one half of the 
clasp. Pass back through the tubes and flatten 
them with flat-nose pliers.
3: Use 1 strand from Step 2 to string 1 pearl; pass 
back through the pearl to secure it on the strand. 
Repeat twenty-one times, placing pearls 1⁄2–1" 
apart on the strand.
4: Repeat Step 3 four times. Use all 5 strands 
together to string  
2 crimp tubes and the middle hole of the other 
half of the clasp. Pass back through the tubes 
and flatten.
5: Repeat Steps 2–4, this time using 6 strands 
and attaching them to the top holes of the clasp.
6: Repeat Step 5, attaching the strands to the 
bottom holes of the clasp. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: 
Freshwater pearls and clasp: Fire Mountain Gems 
and Beads, www.firemountaingems.com.
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MAdEMoISELLE 
PEARL
Danielle Fox

MATERIALS
14 white 4mm crystal pearls

24 white 5mm crystal pearls

15 light Colorado topaz AB 6×4mm crystal rondelles

3 gold-lined clear 5×8mm pressed-glass teardrops

2 iridescent cream 10×11mm pressed-glass leaves

2 peach 12×10mm pressed-glass bellflowers

2 thai silver 3×2mm flower-print rondelles

3 sterling silver 11×4mm 2-hole spacer bars

8 sterling silver 24-gauge 11⁄2" head pins

1 sterling silver–and-resin 32×25mm 2-strand cameo clasp

4 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

4 sterling silver 3mm crimp covers

31⁄2" of soft pink 3⁄4" wide silk douppioni ribbon

16" of .019 beading wire

TooLS
Wire cutters

Crimping pliers

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 61⁄2"

{tIP
to prevent the ribbon from fraying, apply Fray Check to 

the edges of the ribbon and allow to dry before using.

1: Use 8" of beading wire to string 1 crimp tube and the top loop of 
the box half of the clasp. Pass back through the tube and crimp; 
cover the tube with 1 crimp cover.
2: String six 5mm pearls and the top hole of 1 spacer bar. String {one 
4mm pearl and 1 crystal} three times. String one 4mm pearl and the 
top hole of another spacer bar. String {1 crystal and one 4mm pearl} 
three times. String 1 crystal, the top hole of the remaining spacer bar, 
six 5mm pearls, 1 crimp tube, and the top loop of the tab half of the 
clasp. Pass back through the tube and crimp; cover the tube with 1 
crimp cover.
3: Repeat Step 1 using the bottom loop of the box half of the clasp. 
String six 5mm pearls and the bottom hole of the first spacer bar. 
String {1 crystal and one 4mm pearl} three times. String 1 crystal and 
the bottom hole of the second spacer bar. String {one 4mm pearl and 
1 crystal} three times. String one 4mm pearl, the bottom hole of the 
last spacer bar, six 5mm pearls, 1 crimp tube, and the bottom loop of 

the tab half of the clasp. Pass back through the tube and crimp; cover 
the tube with 1 crimp cover.
4: Use 1 head pin to string 1 teardrop; form a wrapped loop that 
attaches to the top loop of the box half of the clasp. Repeat. Repeat 
once more using 1 leaf. Use 1 head pin to string 1 Thai silver rondelle 
and 1 bellflower (wide end first); form a wrapped loop that attaches to 
the top loop of the box half of the clasp.
5: Repeat Step 4 using the bottom loop of the box half of the clasp 
and the remaining crystal in place of the second teardrop.
6: Weave the ribbon through the loops of the tab half of the clasp and 
tie an overhand knot. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: Swarovski crystal 
pearls and rondelles, spacer bars, and head pins: FusionBeads.com. Clasp: 
Sojourner, www.sojourner.biz. Pressed-glass teardrops and leaves: April 
Melody, www.aprilmelody.com. Pressed-glass bellflowers: Raven’s Journey 
International, www.theravenstore.com.
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TRIPLE  
dEcAdEncE
Molly Schaller

MATERIALS
35 cream rose 4mm crystal pearls

80 cream rose 6mm crystal pearls

25 cream rose 9×8mm twisted crystal pearls

26 cream rose 8×11mm crystal pearl teardrops

30 gold-filled 2mm rounds

6 gold-filled 4mm rounds

1 crystal/gold-plated 16mm 8-hole flower link

4 gold-plated 2×17mm 3-hole crystal spacer bars

1 vermeil 15mm hook-and-eye clasp with 2 soldered 7mm jump 
rings

41⁄2" of gold-plated french wire

2 cards of white size 4 silk cord with attached needle

Jewelry cement

TooLS
Scissors

Needle, tweezers, or knotting tool

Wire cutters

FInIShEd SIzE: 18" (ShoRTEST STRAnd)

1: Use wire cutters to cut the french wire into twelve 3⁄8" pieces.
2: Tie an overhand knot 1" from the tail end of one piece of silk cord.
3: Use the needle end of the silk cord to string two 6mm pearls, 1 gold 
4mm round, 5 gold 2mm rounds, 1 piece of french wire, and the eye half of 
the clasp; pass back through all of the gold rounds and tie an overhand 
knot between the gold 4mm round and the neighboring pearl. Pass back 
through that pearl and tie an overhand knot. Pass back through the next 
pearl and use the tail and working ends of the silk to tie an overhand knot. 
Dab a small amount of cement on the knot, allowing it to seep into the hole 
of the nearest pearl. Trim the tail end of the silk.
4: String pearls and spacer bars as follows, tying an overhand knot after 
each: three 6mm pearls, the right-side hole of 1 spacer bar, five 6mm pearls, 
the right-side hole of another spacer bar,* and two 6mm pearls.
5: String three 6mm pearls, 1 piece of french wire, and the top-right hole of 
the crystal-flower link; pass back through the last 6mm pearl strung and tie 
an overhand knot. Pass back through the next pearl and tie an overhand 
knot. Dab the knot with cement, then trim the tail end of the silk cord.
6: Repeat Steps 2–5 using the same piece of silk cord, the left-side holes of 
the same spacer bars, and the top-left hole of the crystal-flower link.
7: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 using the same piece of silk cord and 4mm crystal 
pearls. String pearls and spacer bars as follows, tying an overhand knot 
after each: five 4mm pearls, the middle hole of the first previously used 
spacer bar, seven 4mm pearls, the middle hole of the second previously 
used spacer bar,** and four 4mm pearls. Repeat Step 5 using 4mm pearls 
and the top-middle hole of the crystal-flower link.
8: Repeat Steps 2–4 using the hook half of the clasp.
9: {String one 6mm pearl and tie an overhand knot} twenty-five times. 
Repeat Step 5 using the bottom-left hole of the crystal-flower link.
10: Repeat Steps 2 –4 to * using the second piece of silk cord and the left-
side holes of the spacer bars. {String 1 teardrop pearl (wide end first) and tie 
an overhand knot} twenty-three times. Repeat Step 5 using teardrop pearls 
(strung wide end first) and the bottom-right hole of the crystal-flower link.
11: Repeat Step 7 to ** using the hook half of the clasp. {String 1 twisted 
pearl and tie an overhand knot} twenty-two times. Repeat Step 5 using 
twisted pearls and the bottom-middle hole of the crystal-flower link. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: Griffen silk 
cord, french wire, G-S Hypo Cement, and knotting tool: Beadalon 
(wholesale only), www.beadalon.com. Gold rounds and Swarovski 
crystal pearls, crystal spacer bars, and similar 8-hole crystal-flower 
link: Fire Mountain Gems and Beads, www.firemountaingems.com. 
Vermeil clasp: Shiana, www.shiana.com.

TIP
Always remove silk cord from the card and stretch it  

before using to remove kinks and prevent future stretching.

{
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cRYSTALLIzEd PEARLS
Julia Watt

MATERIALS
70 red copper size 11° seed beads

8 Pacific opal AB 4mm crystal bicones

2 Pacific opal AB 6mm crystal bicones

1 Pacific opal 6×4mm crystal rondelle

49 bronze 4mm off-round pearls

10 light green 4×5mm rice pearls

3 carnelian 5×4mm faceted rondelles

1 carnelian 8mm faceted round

22 sterling silver 4mm daisy spacers

2 sterling silver 5mm daisy spacers

1 sterling silver 6×10mm lobster clasp

1 sterling silver 11⁄2" ball-end head pin

2 sterling silver 2mm crimp beads

1" of sterling silver 3×4mm oval chain

20" of .018 beading wire

TooLS
Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

FInIShEd SIzE: 173⁄4" (AdJuSTABLE To 183⁄4")

1: Use the head pin to string the crystal rondelle, one 4mm  
spacer, 1 carnelian rondelle, one 4mm spacer, and 1 bronze pearl;  
form a wrapped loop that attaches to one end of the chain. Attach  
the beading wire to the other end of the chain using a crimp bead.
2: String 15 seed beads, one 4mm spacer, one 4mm bicone, and one  
4mm spacer. String {1 bronze pearl and 1 seed bead} fourteen times. String  
1 bronze pearl, one 4mm spacer, 1 green pearl, one 4mm bicone, 1 green pearl,  
one 4mm spacer, 1 bronze pearl, 1 seed bead, 1 bronze pearl, 1 seed bead,  
1 bronze pearl, one 4mm spacer, 1 carnelian rondelle, one 4mm spacer, 1 bronze pearl,  
1 seed bead, 1 bronze pearl, 1 seed bead, 1 bronze pearl, one 4mm spacer, one 4mm bicone, one 
4mm spacer, 3 green pearls, one 4mm spacer, one 4mm bicone, one 4mm spacer, 1 bronze pearl, 1 
seed bead, 1 bronze pearl, 1 seed bead,  
1 bronze pearl, one 6mm bicone, and one 5mm spacer.
3: String the carnelian round. Repeat Step 2, reversing the stringing sequence.
4: String 1 crimp bead and the lobster clasp. Pass back through the crimp bead and flatten. Y

Resources: Contact your local bead shop or contact: Pearls: Majestic Pearl, www.majesticpearl.com. 
Swarovski crystals: Access Crystal (wholesale only), www.accesscrystal.com. Spacers: Singaraja 
Imports, www.singarajaimports.com. All other sterling silver: Silver Planet, www.silverplanetinc.com. 
Seed beads: Out On A Whim, www.whimbeads.com.


